
Alex Flynn, Value Statement Table: 

 

Sept 10 I was astounded by the opportunities and resources offered by MannUFactory 

and the value they bring to Cornell students of all kind. 

Sept 12 I took away and learned the structure of design thinking process and appreciate 

the cyclical nature of improving design. 

Sept 17 I learned a new software (TinkerCad) through trial and error to creatively turn 

an idea in my head into a working reality. 

Sept 19 I enjoyed hearing other people’s approach to the TinkerCad project and 

understanding new perspectives 

Sept 24 There are there are many questions to ask when deciding whether to implement 

a software in your company  

Sept 26 Tableau is an incredibly useful software that can help you tell stories with data 

visualization 

Oct 1 The radical innovation competition – the best video was a team is developing a 

travelling hotel room  

Oct 3 Very cool using Zoom videoconferencing to use for classes could be future of 

education 

Oct 15 I found the discussion on the social welfare state in Norway compared to the 

perception of capitalism in the U.S incredibly interesting. 

Oct 22 I appreciated the holistic structure of looking around a value proposition and 

considering all factors 

Oct 24 I enjoyed understanding the very structured way to generate a Business Model 

by drilling down systematically through the value proposition 

Oct 29 I enjoyed understanding the implications of websites on businesses especially for 

branding purposes of new companies. 

Oct 31 The video on Steve Jobs was inspiring as it marked a change in the history of 

technology and showed how revolutionaries impact the world. 

Nov 5 The Cornell Portal really creates a virtual room across borders which is a very 

interesting concept 

Nov 7 I found that his TNT mentality and his ability to leverage technology to own his 

time made him an effective entrepreneur 

Nov 12 He showed us through the tennis ball simulation how thinking outside the box 

can do what we thought was impossible  

Nov 14 Make friends with other founders and people sharing your similar journey 

Nov 19 Remote work on Make a Difference Portfolio 

Nov 26 Hearing questions and talking through the Make a Difference Portfolio with 

fellow classmates was helpful to prepare for the project 

Nov 28 Developing a personalized company culture can be the single most important 

thing as an entrepreneur 



Dec 3 Take all of your experiences with you in your personal toolkit when moving 

onto the next step; always keep your dream in progress at the forefront of your 

mind  
 


